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Neural Systems for ControlApress, 1997

	Control problems offer an industrially important application and a guide to understanding control systems for those working in Neural Networks. Neural Systems for Control represents the most up-to-date developments in the rapidly growing aplication area of neural networks and focuses on research in natural and artifical neural systems...
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Systemic Design Methodologies for Electrical Energy Systems: Analysis, Synthesis and Management (Iste)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book proposes systemic design methodologies applied to electrical energy systems, in particular analysis and system management, modeling and sizing tools.

	It includes 8 chapters: after an introduction to the systemic approach (history, basics & fundamental issues, index terms) for designing energy systems, this book presents...
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Privacy in Social Networks (Synthesis Lecutres on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2012

	This synthesis lecture provides a survey of work on privacy in online social networks (OSNs). This work encompasses concerns of users as well as service providers and third parties. Our goal is to approach such concerns from a computer-science perspective, and building upon existing work on privacy, security, statistical modeling and...
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The Marxian Legacy: The Search for the New Left (Political Philosophy and Public Purpose)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		The Marxian Legacy, first published in 1977 and released in a second edition in 1988, was and remains distinct in its view of Marxian theory as 'critique, ' aware of its own origins and limitations and self-conscious about its own historical rootedness in changing social and political conditions. This new and...
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Methods for Mining and Summarizing Text Conversations (Synthesis Lecture on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Before the invention of the Internet and the creation of the Web, the vast majority of human
	conversations were in spoken form, with the only notable, but extremely limited, exception being
	epistolary exchanges. Some important spoken conversations, such as criminal trials and political
	debates (e.g., Hansard, the transcripts of...
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Graphs, Networks and Algorithms (Algorithms and Computation in Mathematics)Springer, 2012

	
		From the reviews of the previous editions

	
		".... The book is a first class textbook and seems to be indispensable for everybody who has to teach combinatorial optimization. It is very helpful for students, teachers, and researchers in this area. The author finds a striking synthesis of nice and interesting...
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Imaging DopamineCambridge University Press, 2009
Since its discovery 50 years ago, brain dopamine has been implicated in the control of movement and cognition, and is concerned with diverse brain diseases such as Parkinson's disease, schizophrenia and drug addiction. This book is an illustrated biography of the dopamine molecule, from its synthesis in the brain to its signalling mechanisms and...
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Logic Minimization Algorithms for VLSI Synthesis (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 1984

	The roots of the project which culminates with the writing of
	this book can be traced to the work on logic synthesis started in 1979 at
	the IBM Watson Research Center and at University of California,
	Berkeley. During the preliminary phases of these projects, the impor
	tance of logic minimization for the synthesis of area and...
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Geometric Method for Type Synthesis of Parallel Manipulators (Springer Tracts in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	This book focuses on the synthesis of lower-mobility parallel manipulators, presenting a group-theory-based method that has the advantage of being geometrically intrinsic. Rotations and translations of a rigid body as well as a combination of the two can be expressed and handled elegantly using the group algebraic structure of the set of...
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Web Dragons: Inside the Myths of Search Engine TechnologyMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
In the eye-blink that has elapsed since the turn of the millennium, the lives of those of us who work with information have been utterly transformed. Pretty well all we need to know is on the web; if not today, then tomorrow. Its where we learn and play, shop and do business, keep up with old friends and meet new ones. What makes it possible for us...
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Security Engineering for Service-Oriented ArchitecturesSpringer, 2008
While their basic principles and ideas are well understood and cogent from a conceptual perspective, the realization of interorganizational workflows and applications based on service-oriented architectures (SOAs) remains a complex task, and, especially when it comes to security, the implementation is still bound to low-level technical knowledge...
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Practical RF Circuit Design for Modern Wireless Systems, Volume I : Passive Circuits and SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2003

	The first of a two-volume set, this leading-edge book takes a practical approach to RF circuit design, offering a complete understanding of the fundamental concepts you need to know and use for your work in this industry. The book lays the ground work for efficient RF circuit design in a step-by-step approach, by defining important principles...
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